Lane Departure Warning through Message and Alarm & Vehicle Position Tracking using Video Camera based Driver Assist System
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Abstract— In modern competitive era, people are so much desperate to reach their goal in a short time. They are not even concerned much about their lives. When these people are driving on road, they have more attention about the time to reach the destination. As a result, they are risking their and others lives on road due to driver’s inattention or incompetence or drowsiness. If driver have an assist system in their vehicle which alert him when he drives car out of lane, then he can save himself and others from accident. This paper proposes a video based driver assist system which alerts the driver with audio alarm and visual message about lane departure as well as can track the specific vehicle using license plate extraction. The proposed system uses camera sensor to get the real time input data of road environment which is then passes through the 2D FIR filter and thresholding process. After that Hough transform and Hough line is used to detect lane marker and line. Kalman filter is employed for lane tracking. Furthermore, the system searches a specific region to detect vehicle based on license plate extraction. Geometrical translator is used to reduce the unwanted motion of the video. The algorithm of our proposed system is implemented by using MATLAB. The driver assist system which is proposed in this paper is very efficient, low cost and robust against noise. Through this system, the accuracy of lane detection is almost 96% in different environment.
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I. INTRODUCTION

After analyzing the information from 180 countries, it can be seen that there are more than 1.25 million people die due to road traffic accident over a year with the highest road traffic fatality rates in low-income countries [1]. Furthermore the progress to improve road safety legislation and to make vehicles safer is also too slow. Therefore immediate step is needed to reduce the global number of deaths and injuries from road traffic crashes. Now a day’s, undevised lane departure is the primacy course among the serious accidents which risk the people’s live. To reduce the increasing mortality rates due to traffic accident, a system is needed to warn the driver if the vehicle begins to drift out of its lane. Therefore many researchers and research teams are being trying to improve intelligent vehicle systems to assist the driver or to control the vehicle autonomously. Lane detection system is one of the most studied areas among intelligent vehicle systems. It extracts the road lane markings and edges to estimate the position of the car within the lane. On the other hand, for providing a safer driving environment, a vehicle tracking system is required to monitor the road condition and warn the driver when danger exists. Many digital devices for driver assistant system were developed and implemented in the past decade [2]. Most of them were costly aids such as GPS navigation systems, inductive loop detectors and sensors, etc [3]. There are different types of driver assist system based on different sensors like IF sensor, ultrasonic sensor, video camera etc [4]. Video camera based system is mostly studied in this field [5]. Because one camera can collect and process data more than a lot of another sensor can do. Installation cost is also low compared to others. This paper proposes a video based driver assist system which alerts the driver with audio alarm and visual message about lane departure as well as can track the specific vehicle using license plate extraction or matching the back of the vehicle. The lane detection is done by passing data though different procedure like filtering, Hough line and transform. The tracking is done by the location finding and geometrical translation process. This system gives almost accurate result in detection and tracking.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The proposed system model along with a brief description of the working procedure of both lane departure and vehicle tracking is included in section 2. Section 3 elucidates the simulation results of the proposed system for different period of time, various weather environments, left and right departure and so on. Conclusions and ideas for future work regarding this system will be represented in section 4.

II. PROPOSED SYSTEM

Lane departure warning system is one kind of collision avoidance system in which the driver is warned when the vehicle move out of its lane [6]. This system is used to reduce the number of accidents on the road due to the drowsiness or distraction of the driver. Different types of sensors are used in this purpose which is mounted on the ego-vehicle. Camera based lane detection system is commonly used. For an efficient lane detection system, it is necessary to detect only the lane markers avoiding the other markers such as road barrier, writing on the road etc. The proposed system can fulfill these requirements.

The basic principle of this system is to record the front view of the road from the vehicle and then process the recorded video with image processing techniques. It includes the following steps which are noise reduction, edge detection, line detection and lane detection technique for detecting lane departure. This system takes the lower section of the video frame and image conversion is done to get intensity image. Various filters are used to remove noise. Then it is fed to a 2D FIR filter which generates edge map of the binary image and auto thresholding process is applied on the image. All possible potential edge candidates are detected and the true candidates are selected to comprise an edge. Hough Transform is used for line detection which transforms the Cartesian space to a parameter space. The Hough Lines object determines the Cartesian coordinates of lines from the rho and theta pairs. Lane tracking is done by matching the distance between lanes of current frame and the previous frame stored in the respiratory and by using Kalman filter. This system produces a warning alarm depending on the lane marks and the vehicle position. When the vehicle runs out of lane then it gives visual messages of departure and when vehicle changes the lane, it gives audio alarm to aware the driver.

This system also proposes a tracking process in addition to lane detection system. This tracking system is based on number plate extraction of vehicles or matching back side view of a specific vehicle. Its result is followed by some steps like location finding, geometrical translation, template matching. At first, the system defines the target to track. Then it establishes a dynamic search region, whose position is determined by the last known target location and determines how much the target has moved relative to the previous frame in each subsequent video frame. Template matcher System is used to compute the location of the best match of the target in the video frame. The search for the target only within this search region reduces the number of computations required to find the target. The movement of video frame is compensated by using geometric translation. The flow diagram of our proposed algorithm is given in Fig. 1.

III. SIMULATION RESULTS

In the proposed system, the algorithm was implemented in a Dell Intel ® Core TM (i3) 2.10GHz computer using MATLAB. The .avi format video is used as input and the frame size is 320 by 240. The average running time of the algorithm is 10 milliseconds which are faster than former lane detection systems.

3.1 LANE DEPARTURE

Our proposed system describes a lane detection system based on image processing and computer vision techniques. Input to the system is video streams recorded by the video camera mounted on the vehicle. The input image is divided horizontally into two sub-frames. Dividing the frame is intended to reduce the processing time as only the lower part of the frame is needed to detect various types of lane marks such as solid line, dashed line, etc. Difficulty of determining lane marks on various types of road due to shadows, occlusion by other
vehicles, etc. can be equalized by applying filtering techniques. Depending on the classified lane marks and the vehicle position, the system produces a warning alarm if the vehicle moves across either of the lane markers.

The efficiency of the system was tested on different situation such as day, night, cloudy weather, road with different marking, road with shadow etc.

Fig. 2 shows the normal day light views of the lane departure system. It can specify the different types of lane marker. It detects the yellow solid and white broken lane marker and gives 98.7% efficient result.

Fig. 3: Lane detection in cloudy weather

The system performs good in cloudy weather. Fig. 3 indicates white broken lines on road in cloudy weather. The system can 96.5% efficient result in dull weather condition.

Fig. 4: Left departure

Fig. 4 demonstretes the left departure of vehicle. The system shows left departure message when the vehicle moves towards the left lane from its present lane. It also warns the driver with an audio alarm during lane change.

Fig. 5: Right departure

Fig. 5 shows the right departure of the vehicle. The system shows right departure message during the change of lane to right direction and gives sound message when it is settled to the lane in right direction.

Fig. 6: Lane detection in night

The system is tested in night time road condition. The night time lane detection is displayed in Fig. 6. Because of having low light in night, the system can’t work as good as day light. It gives efficient result but it can’t specify which kinds of lines are drawn in road.

Fig. 7: Lane detection in fog

Fig. 7 represents the lane detection when the road is in heavy fog. In foggy night, system results 91% correct lane detection. In addition to normal night, the system can’t specify the lane marker.
Fig. 8 shows lane detection in occluded road. This picture specifies the white solid and yellow broken line of lane. It also shows right departure message as the car is turning to the right direction.

Fig. 9 represents the detection of road with shadow. System returns 97.5% efficient performance in this case and 97.70% with different lane marker.

The system can detect the lanes of road although there is shadow on the road. Fig. 9 represents the detection of road with shadow. System returns 97.5% efficient performance in this case and 97.70% with different lane marker.

Lane detection in straight road gives 96.5% correct result with other warning messages. Fig. 10 describes lane detection in straight road. In this figure, yellow solid and white broken lane markers are also shown.

This system gives 94.3% efficient result in curved road including the message of lane type. Fig. 11 represents lane detection in curved road with yellow solid and yellow broken lane marker. The overall efficiency is around 95%. Fig. 12 shows the bar chart to analyze the efficiency of the proposed system in different lane types and various weather conditions.

3.2 VEHICLE POSITION TRACKING
This system also proposes a tracking process in addition to lane detection system. This tracking system is based on number plate extraction of vehicles or matching back side view of a specific vehicle. Fig. 13 shows the tracking of a vehicle in pre-specified region. It shows the traced vehicle with white rectangular box. The tracking is based on the back side view of the vehicle including the license plate.
IV. CONCLUSIONS

The proposed system tracks the different lane markers and informs the driver with visual messages. It warns the driver with sound alarm when the vehicle begins to move out of its’ lane on freeways and arterial roads. The system also can track a specific vehicle using a high resolution camera mounted on the vehicle. It takes the lower part information of the image and passes through the 2D FIR filter and thresholding process. Then the line and the lane markers are detected by using Hough transform and Hough line. Kalman filter is used for lane tracking. At the same time, it finds the location of the vehicle in a specific region which is to be tracked. Reduction of search area minimizes the number of computations. Then geometric translator is used to minimize the camera motion to get a stabilized video. This system is robust against noise and high speed algorithm. In future, we will use high resolution camera for efficient detection.
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